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PRESS RELEASE

On Wednesday night at 7:00 P.M., the Cambridge City Council and the people of
Cambridge will come to grips with a critical problem.

It appears likely that Harvard University is intent on building a containment
labratory that will eventually be used for experimentation in recombinant genetics,

I will keep an open mind at this public hearing, but I am not afraid to say that
as of now, I am against this project.

When you combine genes in a new way, you have no sure way of knowing what will come
out of the experiment. If the new organism is infectious, and if it escapes from the
lab, then we would have a problem that may well be beyond our control. This is at the
heart of my reference to Frankenstein. We may make a creation that slips beyond control
and turns around to destroy the creator, An extremely small microorganism can be just
as destructive as a full scale monster.

The scientists can make no hard and fast guarantees; how could they when they are
dealing with the unknown? I represent the people of Cambridge and I have a solemn re-
sponsibility to protect the public health and welfare.

[ am not against the pursuit of knowledge. As a pratical man I realize thatre-
combinant DNA work will continue elsewhere if not here. I only ask that this work be
done in a maximum security labratory in an isolated area of the United States, not in
one of the nations most densely populated cities.

Public officials as well as the general public must be encouraged to participate
in the debate that surrounds this work. Science is at a major threshold; it now is
veginning to explore ways to alter the course of evolution, Natural selection may be
replaced by the infusion of human design. We all stand to be effected by the outcome
of this bold venture into the brave new world.

The questions involved are truly profound, and now they are with us, With little
varning or fanfare, the future has arrived. Certainly the public has a right to participate
in decisions which affect its destiny.
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CITY OF CAMBRIDGE
MASSACHUSETTS

JRDER OF EVENTS FOR PUBLIC HEARING OF JUNE 23, 1976

The sole purpose of this hearing is for the City Council and the people
of Cambridge to hear testimony concerning the possible construction of a special
containment labratory at Harvard College which is intended to eventually be used
for experimentation in genetic recombinar-e.

No decision will be made at tonight's meeting; this is a public hearing, the
burpose of which is solely to gather information.

The Council will decide at a later date, and at a regular Council meeting,
vhat action if any it wishes to pursue in this matter.

[t is in the interest of all concerned if we recognize and adhere to the
following agenda: h

Presentation by the University's delegation. (30 minutes maximum.)

Questions from members of the Council only.

questions of FACT only from members of the Council and from the public
upon recognition by the Chair. (Neither arguments nor opinions are in
order at this time; this period is to settle questions of fact only.)

Arguments, by the public, upon recognition by the Chair, in FAVOR of the
University's position. (10 minutes maximum for cach speaker.)

Arguments, by the public, upon recognition by the Chair, in OPPOSITION
to the University's position. (10 minutes maximum for each speaker.)

It is helpful if all speakers are as frank, succinct, and brief as possible
in their remarks, given the ten minute time limit.

The subject matter before the Council tonight is important to all of us; no
one person or group has a monoply on the interests at stake. Whether this research
takes place here or elsewhere, whether it produces good or evil, all of us stand
to be affected by the outcome. As such, the debate must take place in the public
‘orum, with you.tne public, taking a major role.

thank you for vour interest and cooperation.
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The sole purpose of this hearing is for the City Council and the people
of Cambridge to hear testimony concerning the possible construction of a special
containment labratory at Harvard College which is intended to eventually be used
for experimentation in genetic recombinance.

No decision will be made at tonight's meeting; this is a public hearing, the
purpose of which is solely to gather information.

The Council will decide at a later date, and at a regular Council meeting,
what action if any it wishes to pursue in this matter.

It is in the interest of all concerned if we recognize and adhere to the
following agenda:
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Presentation by the University's delegation. (30 minutes maximum.)

Questions from members of the Council only.

Questions of FACT only from members of the Council and from the public
Jpon recognition by the Chair. (Neither arguments nor opinions are in
rier-at this time; this period is to settle questions of fact only.): ‘TO Deri a en
Arguments, by the public, upon recognition by the Chair, in FAVOR of the
University's position. (10 minutes maximum for each speaker.)
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Arguments, by the public, upon recognition by the Chair, in OPPOSITION
to the University's position. (10 minutes maximum for each speaker.)

It is helpful if all speakers are as frank, succinct, and brief as possible
in their remarks, given the ten minute time limit.

The subject matter before the Council tonight is important to all of us; no
one person or group has a monoply on the interests at stake. Whether this research
takes place here or elsewhere, whether it produces good or evil, all of us stand
to be affected by the outcome. As such, the debate must take place in the public
forum, with you,the public, taking a major role.

[ thank you for your interest and cooperation.
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I would like to say a few words about why I am opposed to this con=

tasnmant facility being built in the City of Cambridge and at the Biol-

ogival Laboratoriese a Hare: i) |

The work on what is called recombinant DIA that is proposed to go on

involves talking
in that laboratory k=xmx genes from higher organisms and putting them

into bacteria, usually LE. coli, a bug that lives in our gut, in the guts

of all our domestic animals, of birds, insects, in the soil, in walter «=

you name it, it's theres In other words, it lives in us and all around

ise Ordinarily it and we live together happily and dontt give each other

any troubles Occasionally something goes wrong, and Le coli caused diseases

A transfer of genes from higher to lower organisms occurs rarely, if

Ala 4S
ever, in nature. We therefore have no way of evaluating the safety of these

p \ , ; Ct wl - oF vA y Ne ~ Set Of i a § 1 Ya Goa

Ag, olay h 2 Ce sometimes Vv \
new kindd of esperimed sh But we do know that genes/act differently when

thev are mmy¥xkm in different envirommentse. lle therefore camot predict

how the genes of Tl. coli will act when foreimm genes are pub into it or

{ /
» - a . o To ) re

how the foreign genes are going to act in I. coli. = LY ce Ta be
. i !, A

ay other IAD. ON ) ae ) a We » 8 &amp; r&lt; CARA A v3} ) ) ! 4 \ - n. .Sud serial wd Als cob La neslis dHNow. it is pronosed that These erneriments be dene in "eontainment!
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facilitifes, but everyone agrees that such facilities cannot in fact

toontain! Fe. coli because it will inevitably be carried out by the people



who work with it -- on thier cloths, in their hairy on their skin, in

their throats and will be cormunicated by them to other peoples How ik

ruaTt is quite possible that these people Ld not 52 sick from these Ee coli,

ln DS bun SAS Jd. lo Lp
but that when they come in contact with people, sho-have just-takeh-a- tan
Ce pond@e, mes ¥ RE lard i hw
dayconrse-of-penicillinthatkills-allthebacteria in their gut and areA — — on

Kon ar gust in process of developing a new bacterial culture,in-bhedpiviastine,.

that they will take up large mumbers of these new strains and will get
. ‘ ) * »
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meat AVL, Te £2 tf lk ref fu ond dbase Aan ld Tere rm E2 ReaTt *$icke , The point is we don't Know and they don't knows The best course , 1

N Clue explo aE Teg EF 5 Adbepeep? etnias bn ™y TTT
therefore is to be extremely cautious until we know moree And particularly 3

Ast

with coli. Decause if a dangerous strain gets going, since it can live in «w—g

. wiPoOO :
+ ok yw SO many,places and can multiply rapidly, it can get all over the place

 N | . Bb A1 Ll) D ot Sow °K de ~{z. Pn Wz
before w e even know that a—dancercus-strairhas-gobt-eoing. ¢Song 20 WL,
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[herefore, I believe tha t if this kind of experimentation is to go

om, 1t must hanven in one or a fe w highly monitored £x research facilities )

“Wn ot | i wr A 7. =P Ste
Tmo 7 r— eaonnom_uhich-are~neb-fullofstudentsand other [2

\ ) A ? ! ? ': ;oho LL aL. Lees lh, 4 dy Gr FN ah a Cha by, Ye ¢ tows| |
~peopienroimr—in—ard-Ort—rldetha—time and not in big cities full of neople.

If these exmeriments +«~ '% go on at liarvard, they will so on at

otal
Many perk universities and commercial laboratories across the country,

these so-called containment facilities will proliferate and there will be

no wav ~f monitoring what happens 4
1
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IN CITY COUNCIL

June 14, 1976Mayor Vellucci

NHEREAS:
Harvard University is seriously considering a program of exnerimen-

tation in genetic recombinance, and

WHEREAS:
Simply stated, this means that they will be creating new microorganisms

that are nothing less than new forms of life, and

WHEREAS
It is conceivable that these new life forms could create a serious

threat to the public health if they got out of the lab area, lead to
disease, and were not subject to known techniques of control, and

WHEREAS:
Some extremely capable biologists feel that this experimentation

poses a more serious threat than the dangers from radiation, and

WHEREAS:
~The building where the experiments will take place might be ant and

roach infested, thus increasing the likelihood that these microorganisms might
escape and lead to infestation, and

NHEREAS:
Cambridge residents would be the first to be affected if this danger

materialized, therefore be it

ORDERED: |

That the City Manager immediately and without delay call for a public
hearing on this matter to be held within two weeks, and be it further

ORDERED:
That President Bok, Dean Rosovsky, informed biologists, the Director

of the Cambridge Hospital, and any interested citizens be invited so that
this matter can be aired before the public.
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| The sole purpose of this hearing is for the City Council and the people
of Cambridge to hear testimony concerning the possible construction of a special
containment labratory at Harvard College which is intended to eventually be used
for experimentation in genetic recombinance.

No decision will be made at tonight's meeting; this is a public hearing, the
aurpose of which is solely to gather information.

The Council will decide at a later date, and at a regular Council meeting,
shat action if any it wishes to pursue in this matter.

It is in the interest of all concerned if we recognize and adhere to the
Following agenda:
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Presentation by the University's delegation. (30 minutes maximum.)

Questions from members of the Council only.

Questions of FACT only from members of the Council and from the public
upon recognition by the Chair. (Neither arguments nor opinions are in
order at this time; this period is to settle questions of fact only.)
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Arguments, by the public, upon recognition by the Chair, in FAVOR of the
University's position. (10 minutes maximum for each speaker.)

Arguments, by the public, upon recognition by the Chair, in OPPOSITION
to the University's position. (10 minutes maximum for each speaker.)

It is helpful if all speakers are as frank, succinct, and brief as possible
in their remarks. given the ten minute time limit.

The subject matter before the Council tonight is important to all of us; no
one person or group has a monoply on the interests at stake. Whether this research
takes place here or elsewhere, whether it produces good or evil, all of us stand
to be affected by the outcome. As such, the debate must take place in the public
forum. with you.the public, taking a major role

[ thank you for your interest and cooperation.
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